
1.  Mom likes to bake cookies!
  
2. Dad washes the dishes every night.

3. I throw a ball to my friend.

4. Sally is laughing happily.

5. My uncle is fixing his car now.

6. We are playing at the beach. 

7. I cleaned my house last night.  

Name: Date:

What are verbs?
A verb is an action word.  It tells us what a person or a thing
does. Here are some examples:

speak paint flywrite

                          Let's do a                                            !
Circle the verb(s) in each sentence. Then circle the correct picture to go
with each sentence.
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Write one action word (verb) next to each picture to describe what
the object does. The words are provided in the box below.

 Name: Date:

What are the missing verbs?

skip draw

run dance sail sing

fly ride



1. My sister can _________ very beautiful pictures.

2. Sammi  loves to sing and ________ very much.

3. I 'm tired. I'm going to __________ now.

4. I'm thirsty. Can I __________ this glass of lemonade?

5. We are going to _________ burgers and fries tonight!

6. Slow down! Don't _________ around in the classroom. 

Now write a sentence about each picture. Circle the verbs.

Name: Date:

Complete the following sentences using the verbs from above.

run

eat

drink

slowly sleep dance

drawpizza tiny

bear

Let's take action!
Look at the words below. Cross out the ones that are NOT verbs.



Past, Present or Future?
We make changes to the verb form according to the time the action
takes place.  

Now

 Name: Date:

Yesterday Tomorrow
Past                    Present Future

played playing will play

talking

will clean
waiting

started

will cook

worked

jumped

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate verb form. The first row has
been completed for you as an example.

William will ride a bike tomorrow.

Karen is eating a hamburger now.

Mom made a pizza yesterday.


